Pointless
(Individual players. Requires a manual or digital way to write and lock in answers
Engineering may view and display the survey results in real time on https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Vt9J1zs5aq6NzKWVrz1GMGrvWvlSQijz-GLusLirMDc
As the surveys only go live when the game starts, plug the webpage… now!
https://pointless2021db.us )
Welcome to Pointless, the British gameshow sensation you’ve all been proding me to do for 5
years now.
Before we get started, no Chat, you didn’t miss the survey. The survey page went live just now
and all results will be tabulated in real time.
https://pointless2021db.us
The rules are very simple - This is Family Feud but in reverse. You will get a category such as
this one Name a Ninja Turtle
Unlike normal DB Family Feud, we are only looking for valid answers, so in this example
Leonardo, Raphael, Donatello, Michelangelo, Venus and Jennika are all valid answers. Any
other answer will NOT be counted.
You must each attempt to pick a single valid answer that was chosen by the least number of
chat members. You will then get as many points as chatters who picked it. An invalid answer
that’s not on the list will be penalized with twice as many points as the top answer.
The winner is the person with the lowest score after 8 rounds.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Countries with territory in the Arctic Circle (8)
Main Fast and Furious movie titles (word and word order counts) (9)
A fighter from the original Super Smash Bros for Nintendo 64 (12)
Fruit in the official v14.0 Emoji list (18)
MCU Avengers who also appeared in the 1994 animated Spider-Man
series (4)
6. Games bundled with Penn & Teller Smoke and Mirrors (6)
7. A meat item that’s mentioned in the original McDonald’s Menu Song from
the 80s (9)
8. Active and inactive Mars rovers (8)

